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Members, 

This week marked nine months since the first diagnosed case of COVID 19 in Louisiana and Louisiana hit its highest one- day total 
increase in new positive cases (without any backlog included) since the pandemic began. Since diagnosed cases can range from 
asymptomatic to severe and fatal, the number of patients with COVID who are hospitalized (and of course deaths from COVID) are 
the most critical indicators.  Hospitalizations are fast approaching Louisiana’s Surge 2 peak in July but still below the April peak 
during Surge 1. Because of the lag in new cases and hospitalizations, we expect that the number of hospitalized patients is far from 
peaking during this latest surge.  The bottom line is that the demand and need for the much-anticipated COVID vaccine is greater 
than ever. 

With the FDA now expected to issue Emergency Use Authorization (EAU) for Pfizer’s COVID-19 vaccine as early as tomorrow 
(12/12), HHS Secretary Alex Azar said this morning that “We could see people getting vaccinated Monday, Tuesday of next 
week.”   

Independent Pharmacy Provider Locater Tool If you have not done so, it only takes about 6 minutes to update the information 
on your pharmacy in our LIPA Pharmacy Locater Tool. While the first 79,000 doses of COVID vaccine allocated to Louisiana will 
be going to hospitals and nursing facilities, we anticipate that as supplies of the vaccine increase and additional vaccines are 
approved in the new year, “anybody who want it” will be able to get the vaccine. We can expect that people will be looking for 
convenient locations where they can get the COVID vaccine and the time for “readiness” is now.  LIPA is enhancing the Provider 
Locater Tool on our LIPA website to include the kinds of information that would be helpful in selecting a 
pharmacy not only for COVID care (vaccines, testing) but for other needs as well. 

 

 

 
• December 15th— Louisiana 

Board Of Pharmacy Violations 
Committee Meeting  

• December 25th—Christmas 

• December 31st—New Years 
Eve 

Dates to Know 

Continued on next page 

https://www.nytimes.com/live/2020/12/11/world/covid-19-coronavirus
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They say a picture says a thousand words (!) so here is a screenshot showing the difference in a LIPA pharmacy’s listing\ “with” and 
“without” the enhancements. The link to provide information for your pharmacy is here. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“December Surprise" from SCOTUS – Rutledge v. PCMA Yesterday, the United States Supreme Court surprised everyone and 

announced its decision in Rutledge v. PCMA.  LIPA and other community pharmacists are pleased that the Court, in an 8-0 decision, 

overruled the United State Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit. The Court held that Arkansas’ Act 900 was not preempted by 

ERISA and that states could regulate PBMs.  

In 2015, Arkansas passed Act 900, which requires PBMs to reimburse Arkansas pharmacies at a price equal to or higher than the 
pharmacy’s wholesale cost. To accomplish this result, Act 900 requires PBMs to timely update their MAC lists when drug wholesale 
prices increase, and to provide pharmacies an administrative appeal procedure to challenge MAC reimbursement rates. Act 900 also 
permits Arkansas pharmacies to decline to dispense a prescription if the PBMs reimbursement will be less than the cost of 
acquisition. The Court stated: “the responsibility for offering the pharmacy a below-acquisition reimbursement lies first with the 
PBM.”    

PCMA, which represents the eleven largest PBMs, challenged the law, claiming ERISA preemption, which is one of their common 
arguments and one that we have seen at the Louisiana Capitol. The Court’s jurisprudence says ERISA preempts “any and all state 
laws insofar as they may now or hereafter relate to any employee benefit plan” covered by ERISA. Further, “a state law relates to an 
ERISA plan if it has a connection with or reference to such a plan.”  

In short, ERISA is primarily concerned with preempting laws that require providers to structure benefit plans in particular ways, such 
as by requiring payments of specific benefits or by binding plan administrators to specific rules for determining beneficiary status. 
However, not every state law that affects an ERISA plan or causes some disuniformity in plan administration has a impermissible 
connection with an ERISA plan – especially so if a law merely affects costs. This is the issue the Court wrestled with as it 
considered Rutledge. 

The Court held that Act 900 is merely a form of cost regulation that does not have an impermissible connection with an ERISA plan, 
nor does it refer to ERISA because it does not act “immediately or exclusively upon ERISA plans” and “the existence of an ERISA 
plan is not essential to the law’s operation.” ERISA does not preempt state rate regulations that merely increase costs or alter 
incentives for ERISA plans without forcing plans to adopt any particular scheme of substantive coverage. 

Justice Thomas’ concurring opinion is of particular interest. He joined the Opinion because it “properly applied [the Court’s] 
precedents interpreting the preemptive effect of ERISA,” but he doubts all ERISA preemption jurisprudence. Justice Thomas lays 
out a compelling argument for how future legislation and litigation should be handled. He wants to apply the law as written and get 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Louisiana-Independent-Pharmacies-Association-LIPA/940885072595774
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Louisiana-Independent-Pharmacies-Association-LIPA/940885072595774
http://www.lipanow.org/
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/5ZB2BSR
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away from the “‘vague’ and ‘potentially boundless’…‘purposes and objectives’ preemption clause that relies on ‘generalized notions 
of congressional purposes.’” Justice Thomas’ interpretation could lead to further narrowing of ERISA preemption in the future and 
ideas from his concurrence is something LIPA will look for in future opinions from district and appellate courts.  

Ultimately, the result is that LIPA, independent pharmacies, and its allies have additional clarity when drafting legislation and 
additional support with state agencies to ensure that PBMs follow Louisiana’s laws, regardless of the plan sponsor. It also begs the 
question – if the Federal Trade Commission can sue Facebook for illegal monopolization and attempt to unwind its acquisitions, 
should the Department of Justice review the merger of CVS Health and Aetna or the others?  

We know that pharmacists welcome the news of the Rutledge decision but what has been the reaction of other stakeholders?  

Attorney General Jeff Landry Commented “Today, the U.S. Supreme Court issued their decision in Rutledge v. Pharmaceutical 
Care Management Association. This is a case which I filed a legal brief arguing that states must regulate pharmacy benefit managers 
in order to protect the well-being of consumers.   
 
Since PBMs (Pharmacy Benefit Managers) act as gatekeepers between pharmacies, drug manufactures, health insurance plans, and 
consumers for access to prescription drugs - regulation of them allows the states to improve the transparency of prescription drug 
marketplaces and protect consumer access to affordable prescription drugs, especially in rural and isolated communities.  
 
SCOTUS, in a unanimous decision, ruled with us!” 

Commissioner Donelon commented: “The Court’s unanimous ruling is a clear victory for independent pharmacists.   The ruling 

reversed years of ERISA precedent and allows my agency to expand our investigatory and enforcement efforts with PBMs.” 

Senator Fred Mills commented: “I am encouraged that the Louisiana Legislature has passed serious legislation throughout the 

years, including legislation very similar to Act 900, which was unanimously upheld by the United States Supreme Court. The highest 

court in the land supporting our citizens’ access to prescription drugs is both reassuring and encouraging as we continue to fight for 

Louisiana patients.  

Christopher Koller, President of the Milbank Fund, a non-partisan health policy foundation, tweeted: “Go SCOTUS. Any 

opportunity to make ERISA plans subject to consistent oversight and limit freeloading on systemwide improvement efforts (APCD’s 

[All Payer Claims Databases], primary care reforms) is progress.” 

We know that pharmacists welcome the news of the Rutledge decision but what has been the reaction of other stakeholders? 
Christopher Koller, President of the Milbank Fund, a non-partisan health policy foundation tweeted, “Go SCOTUS. Any opportunity 
to make ERISA plans subject to consistent oversight and limit freeloading on systemwide improvement efforts (APCD’s [All Payer 
Claims Databases], primary care reforms) is progress. “ 

What We Know About Louisiana’s Phase 1a COVID Plans Earlier this week Governor Edwards was one of four Governors 
(along with Governors Abbott of Texas, Lee of Tennessee, and DeSantis of Florida) who participated in a White House COVID 
Vaccine Summit. Based on comments made by the Governor during the Summit’s panel of governors, his Thursday press briefing, 
reporting in Times Picayune/The Advocate and communication from Louisiana’s Immunization Manager, here are some “fast 
facts” on the rollout of COVID testing in Louisiana: 

Louisiana expects to receive 39,000 doses of Pfizer vaccine, which will go to hospitals [125K to 135K is total estimate of 
“frontline healthcare workers] and then 40,000 doses of Moderna vaccine a week later, which will go to nursing homes/long 
term care facilities [75 K to 80 K is estimated total in this population]. 

The Governor expects that all 79,000 doses [not enough for everyone above] will be gone “within 48 hours” of receiving the 
second batch. 

LDH estimates 73,000 people live in or work in nursing facilities with the breakdown being 25,000 nursing home residents, 
30,000 nursing homes staff, and the remaining 18,000 in skilled nursing facilities, adult residential care facilities, state run 
veteran’s homes and others.   

Phase 1a is expected to stretch into January as additional allocation of vaccine will be needed to get everyone in this highest 
priority group vaccinated. 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Louisiana-Independent-Pharmacies-Association-LIPA/940885072595774
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Louisiana-Independent-Pharmacies-Association-LIPA/940885072595774
http://www.lipanow.org/
https://www.theadvocate.com/baton_rouge/news/coronavirus/article_e4838882-39a7-11eb-9db7-1f16f8f6f357.html
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The state has an arrangement with Morris & Dickson to help allocate the vaccines. OPH explains in an e-mail to LIPA:  Morris 
& Dickson has long assisted public health in emergency preparedness and routinely works with OPH for medical special 
needs shelter medications. They've purchased ultra-cold storage, transport coolers, digital data loggers, etc for the Pfizer 
product and are able to break the minimum order from 975 doses, into smaller allocations and redistribute across the state. 

 

Louisiana’s plan for distributing the vaccine gives next priority to most other medical personnel, first responders, public transit 
workers, pharmacists, food processing workers and people 65 and older with health conditions.  

Louisiana COVID Immunization Program Manager has indicated that they want to work with LIPA to consider how our 
pharmacies can coordinate to administer the COVID vaccine to persons over 65 as well as work with Parish Offices of 
Emergency Management for essential workers, e.g. corrections, fire local and parish law enforcement, local and parish 
government workers (sewage, water, trash collection) etc. This could begin sometime in January at the very earliest. 

Phase 2 includes several other categories, including food distributors, K-12 school and daycare personnel, some government 
workers, prisoners, postal workers and others, before the general public is set to have access in May or June. 

Governor Edwards said he plans to send Louisiana National Guard “strike teams” into underserved areas—especially those with 
large minority populations. While population is ~ 1/3 Black, they represent 43% of state’s deaths from COVID. 

Governor Edwards cautions it will be months before most people have access. “that’s not going to happen for a long time, for a 
number of months.” 

Priorities could still change; it’s not yet “set in stone,” and Louisiana health officials say specific plans are still in flux. 

CVS’ and Walgreens’ Role in Administering COVID Vaccines in Nursing Facilities With authorization of Pfizer and Moderna’s 
COVID vaccines imminent, we are seeing major focus in the media on the partnership between the federal government and 
pharmacy chains CVS and Walgreens to provide immunizations for more than 3 million nursing facility residents and the workforce 
in the U.S. Each state is responsible for COVID vaccine allocation and coordination within their state and coordinating the vaccine 
efforts in their state. We have had conversations with Louisiana’s Immunization Program leadership regarding the critically 
important role that Louisiana’s independent pharmacies can play in getting immunizations to everyone in Louisiana that wants to get 
a COVID immunization; they are aware that LIPA member pharmacies act as a ‘safety net” and have a presence in the state where 
large chains do not provide services. 

A Los Angeles Times story last Friday raised concerns about the federal government’s “heavy reliance on multibillion-dollar 
corporations whose primary duty is to their shareholders, especially as the full scope of the companies’ vaccine distribution work 
remains secret.” There is a real lack of transparency as the Times was unable to obtain copies of the contract from either the federal 
government, CVS, or Walgreens.  Other healthcare experts warned that while CVS and Walgreens may have the logistical capability 
to get vaccine to thousands of nursing homes and assisted living facilities across the country, they may not be the best option to help 
other vulnerable populations, including the low-income and minority communities hit hardest by the pandemic. 

While the COVID vaccine itself was purchased by the federal government and patients or nursing homes will not be charged for 
administration of the vaccine, CVS and Walgreen can bill insurers—primarily Medicare—for administration of the shot. For the 
required two doses, Medicare will pay a total of $45.33, meaning that CVS, which anticipates vaccinating more than 2 million 
residents of long-term care facilities, most of whom are likely covered by Medicare, stands to be paid at least $90 million. Walgreens 
refused to provide an estimate of the number of people in nursing homes they expect to immunize.  

CVS’ and Walgreens’ Full Court Press to Hire Staff Based on the evidence we are seeing, could CVS and Walgreens be in 
danger of “overpromising and underdelivering?” Bloomberg News published a story earlier this week regarding the effort by CVS 
and Walgreens to hire an adequate number of vaccination team members, in their words, “on the eve of the vaccination rush.” 
Bloomberg reports that the two pharmacy giants are aggressively recruiting pharmacists, pharmacy technicians and nurses to 
administer Covid-19 vaccines in long-term care facilities, just days before the drugstore giants are expected to play a key role in a 
large immunization effort and offering sign-on bonuses to eligible pharmacists and pharmacy techs ranging from $500 to $30K. As 
recently as yesterday pharmacy interns at ULM received an email advising that CVS’s Monroe location was still “looking for 
pharmacy interns who are certified to administer immunizations to help with this endeavor [the federal government’s Operation 
Warp Speed to prepare for COVID-19 vaccine administration].”   

About Those $200 Medicare Drug Cards When the $200 Medicare drug cards earmarked for Medicare recipients (the 69% who do 
not get “Extra Help” with Medicare premiums and co-pays) to help with prescription drug co-pays did not materialize before the 
Presidential election, we thought we had heard the last of the proposal since the cost is in the $8 billion range. We were mistaken! 
On Wednesday, Politico reported that the Trump administration is working in overdrive to fulfill this promise made by the President 
to seniors.  

 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Louisiana-Independent-Pharmacies-Association-LIPA/940885072595774
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Louisiana-Independent-Pharmacies-Association-LIPA/940885072595774
http://www.lipanow.org/
https://news.yahoo.com/covid-19-vaccine-rollout-relies-174415026.html
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-12-08/cvs-walgreens-seek-pharmacists-on-the-eve-of-vaccination-rush
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/12/09/donald-trump-drug-card-medicare-seniors-promise-443952
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When it comes to real and immediate impact for Louisiana pharmacies, this initiative is no small thing as it would result in 
approximately $120 million federal dollars to 600,000 or so Louisiana Medicare beneficiaries in the form of “drug cards” to help pay 
their prescription drug co-pays. Not surprisingly, there is a great deal of opposition.  Dr Peter Bach, director of the Center for Health 
Policy and Outcomes at Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center likened the $200 drug card to “trashing the hotel room before 
checking out, this time the Medicare trust fund.”   

Recognizing the Resilience of Independent Pharmacies 2020 has brought unprecedented challenges to the practice of pharmacy 
with the need to respond on multiple levels to the prolonged COVID pandemic. To further exacerbate matters, Louisiana was 
pounded by three hurricanes, including Hurricane Laura, a deadly and destructive Category 4 hurricane that according to Wikipedia, 
is “tied with the 1856 Last Island hurricane as the strongest hurricane on record to make landfall in Louisiana, as measured by 
maximum sustained winds” with the greatest impact felt in southwest Louisiana.  

A number of our pharmacies were majorly impacted and overcame multiple obstacles to continue providing patient care in the 
storm’s aftermath. While our LIPA member pharmacies in the affected area are resourceful and not looking for relief, LIPA 
members and LIPA board wanted to recognize and honor these pharmacies for their resilience in the face of adversity. This week, 
LIPA Executive Director Randal Johnson and Board Secretary Allen Cassidy (who is also a LIPA founding member) visited a 
number of LIPA pharmacies in southwest Louisiana and distributed checks from the Louisiana Pharmacy Relief Fund that was 
established in early September to use the funds as they see fit. 

 Update from Louisiana Medicaid on Issues of Interest to LIPA We are most appreciative of current Louisiana Medicaid 
leadership, their professionalism and our working relationship with them. This week, they reached out to provide us with an update 
on some of the matters of interest to LIPA membership that we discussed with them during our recent LIPA Board Meeting:  

They are still working on the option for Medicare reimbursement rates for COVID vaccines and their team has reached out to 
discuss the administration fee for injectables. We can expect more to come to come on both of these issues soon.  

They have established a website to make it easier to provide public comment for consideration by LDH. They are currently 
receiving comments through December 29th    that will be considered as they write the new Medicaid Managed Care RFP 
that they will be issuing this spring.  If you have recommendations for improvements to the Medicaid pharmacy benefit for 
Medicaid managed care enrollees, this is the chance to be pro-active and provide the Department with input that can 
potentially be incorporated in the expectations and requirements for MCOs. Here is the link: www.ldh.la.gov/mcorfp21.   

They are working to incorporate the standalone Medicaid pharmacy Remittance Advice (RA) requirement in an upcoming 
amendment to the MCO contract. They plan to add it in as a requirement and allow time for the MCOs/PBMs to program 
their systems to produce the RAs so should be operational within the second quarter of 2021. 

 

NEW Louisiana COVID Vaccine FAQ Issued by LDH This Week On Wednesday, LDH posted a new COVID 19 Vaccine FAQ 
on their website. The “intended audience” for this FAQ appears to be the general public and it addresses the vaccine’s development 
and safety concerns and lists known side effects as “sore arm in the injection site, fever, fatigue, headache, joint pain, and muscle 
aches.” The FAQ still does not provide a definitive answer to whether persons who have already tested positive for COVID-19 
should get the vaccine.  The response is still the CDC’s answer that people may be advised to get a COVID vaccine even if they 
have already been sick with it and that CDC will “keep the public informed as new evidence becomes available.” With the increasing 
number of people having tested positive and recovered, this is a question that needs to be answered. 

Medicaid PBM Carve Out Issues Emerging in Ohio Carving out pharmacy benefits from Medicaid MCOs is a growing trend but 
the design of that carve out is important and as we have previously noted, states can take different approaches. Based on reporting in 
The Columbus Dispatch, Ohio Medicaid is struggling to implement their legislatively mandated single Medicaid PBM. As 
Louisiana is considering a single Medicaid PBM, the experience and “lessons learned” in other states is valuable. Because Ohio is 
designing their single PBM as a “Prepaid Ambulatory Health Plan” they will lose the state taxes they are currently collecting on 
Medicaid pharmacy spending that flows through their Medicaid MCOs. The Kentucky model calls for continuing to pay the 
Medicaid MCOs for pharmacy benefits, with those MCOs entering into a contract with the state’s selected single PBM. Also, Ohio 
Medicaid officials crafted their RFP to cap risk at 15%. 

Resource for Louisiana COVID Vaccine Information This week,  Times-Picayune|The Advocate launched Vaccine Notes, their 

new newsletter chronicling “the path of coronavirus vaccines in Louisiana.” The intended purpose is to keep people informed as the 
COVID vaccine makes its way to our state over the next several months. The newsletter is edited by their health reporter Emily 
Woodruff who reports that her job has pivoted “almost entirely” to coronavirus coverage. The link to sign up to get the newsletter 

delivered directly to you “in box” is here . 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Louisiana-Independent-Pharmacies-Association-LIPA/940885072595774
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Louisiana-Independent-Pharmacies-Association-LIPA/940885072595774
http://www.lipanow.org/
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.ldh.la.gov_mcorfp21&d=DwMGaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=K0ep5LeFMBxYyRHndI0GudO9zP4caDmwr84OLtYdUW4&m=Axuf3sSAh3-jNJ1twdKFBtEN7ht2avqV-q3pxXPsrfg&s=pTzBz_Q-OZAE51JgKOZnSGZmqr10B8WfHW
https://ldh.la.gov/assets/oph/Center-PHCH/Center-PH/immunizations/COVID-19VaccineFAQ_12092020.pdf
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